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**Introduction**

This is the first volume of selected papers from our 7th international conference in Girona, in the Summer of 2015. We are happy to publish conference papers once they have satisfied the requirements of the Journal, being double blind reviewed, and subsequently edited to a high standard.

This volume contains:
- Three of the best papers presented at the conference by
  - Kristel Kessler
  - Agnes Raffay and Alan Clarke
  - Johara Berriane
- Two papers based on the conference theme of "Challenges"
  - Laura Desfor Edles
  - Ariadna Gassiot, Lluis Prats & Lluis Coromina
- One paper from the "Development" strand of the conference by
  - Peter Wiltshier

We have a number of other issues in production, and other papers from the conference will be appearing in edited volumes our Religious Tourism and Pilgrimage book series with CABI publishers.

For details of our conferences see www.irtp.co.uk.